


































































































H 1 28 357 0.0784
H 2 20 391 0.0563
H 3 6 136 0.0441
H 全 54 884 0.0633
表２： Endymion の倒置の生起数
倒置 行数 倒/行
E 1 24 992 0.0252
E 2 25 1023 0.0254
E 3 47 1032 0.0465
E 4 31 1003 0.0319





































倒置 行頭 行中 行末 run-on
E 1 24 1 2 20（０．８３３） 1
E 2 25 2 4 18（０．７２０） 1
E 3 47 1 5 40（０．８５１） 1
E 4 31 2 12 16（０．５１６） 1
E 全 127 6 23 94（０．７４０） 4
H 1 28 0 12 16（０．５７１） 0
H 2 20 1 4 13（０．６５０） 2
H 3 6 2 2 2（０．３３３） 0
H 全 54 3 18 31（０．５７４） 2
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表４： 倒置で使用される語のラテン語語源，古英語語源数
Total Latin L /Total Old English OE /Total
E 1 ５３ １７ ０．３２１ ２７ ０．５０９
E 2 ５２ １７ ０．３２７ ２５ ０．４８１
E 3 ９４ ３９ ０．４１５ ４０ ０．４２６
E 4 ６５ １８ ０．２７７ ３９ ０．６００
E 全 ２６４ ９１ ０．３４５ １３１ ０．４９６
H 1 ５７ ３１ ０．５４４ ２０ ０．３５１
H 2 ４４ ２０ ０．４５５ ２１ ０．４７７
H 3 １２ ６ ０．５００ ５ ０．４１７

















































































I cannot help thinking that the fault of Mr．Keats’s poems was a deficiency in
masculine energy of style． He had beauty，tenderness，delicacy，in an uncommon
degree，but there was a want of strength and substance． ．．．． －we have none of
the hardy spirit or rigid forms of antiquity． He painted his own thoughts and
character； and did not transport himself into the fabulous and heroic ages． There is
a want of action，of character，and so far，of imagination，but there is exquisite fancy．








































I shall never become attach’d to a foreign idiom so as to put it into my writings．The
Paradise lost though so fine in itself is a curruption of our Language－it should be kept
as it is unique－a curiosity．a beautiful and grand Curiosity．The most remarkable
Production of the world－A northern dialect accomdating itself to greek and latin



















Priestley，Francis Grose，John Horne Tookeらが代表的な文法理論書を上梓している。なかで





























Not therefore veiled quite，blindfold，and hid，
But ever and anon the glancing spheres，
Circles，and arcs，and broad-belting colure，
Glow’d through，and wrought upon the muffling dark
Sweet-shaped lightnings from the nadir deep
Up to the zenith，－hieroglyphics old，
Which sages and keen-eyed astrologers
Then living on the earth，with labouring thought
Won from the gaze of many centuries：
Now lost，save what we find on remnants huge
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Of stone，or marble swart； their import gone，
Their wisdom long since fled．－Two wings this orb
Possess’d for glory，two fair argent wings，
Ever exalted at the God’s approach：
And now，from forth the gloom their plumes immense
Rose，one by one，till all outspreaded were；
While still the dazzling globe maintain’d eclipse，


































Mute thou remainst － mute! yet I can read
A wonderous lesson in thy silent face：
Knowledge enormous makes a God of me．
Names，deeds，gray legends，dire events，rebellions，
Majesties，sovran voices，agonies，
Creations and destroyings，all at once
Pour into the wide hollows of my brain，
And deify me，as if some blithe wine
Or bright elixir peerless I had drunk，
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